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ABSTRACT: In a coin sorter in which coins and slugs roll 
down a runway past a magnet which affects their speeds an 
anvil is provided above the path of genuine 'coins leaving the 
runway, so that is is struck only by slugs which leave the run 

194/101 
194/101 

vway at a greater speed than the genuine coins, such slugs 
bouncing off the anvil into a rejection path which is also fol 
lowed by slugs which leave the runway at a slower speed than 
genuine coins, the genuine coins alone following an ac 
ceptance path. This is particularly useful in coin sorters which 
have a separate, parallel runway for all-nickel coins, the latter 
entering the separate runway via an aperture in a plate and 
eventually passing through another aperture in the plate to fo1~ 
low the acceptance path. The all-nickel coins are drawn 
through the ?rst~mentioned aperture by a magnet against the v 
resilient action of a spring-urged gate and stops are provided 
for limiting both inward and outward swinging movements of 
the gate. ' 
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com sonrriiij ANVIL MOUNTING ’ 

" BAcKoiiouNDoF This iNvEisTioN ‘ 

Th'isIIinventionIreIates to coin sorters‘ of‘the‘ type used in ' 
vending machines to sort genuine coins from spurious coins, 
such as steel, brassorecopper slugs, and reject the IatterIfor. » 
return to the user. I , ,I . _ I . 

In coin sorters at presentlin' use itis common to have the 
coin-sand slugs roll down an inclined runway between-plates 
andpast a magnet, thus. affecting their speed so that brass 

H slugs, for example, willIleaveqthe ‘runway at a higher speed and 
copper slugs. ata lower speed than that at which genuine coins 
leave the runway. The coins and slugs then strike an anvil and 
rebound either into an acceptance path, ‘in the case of the 
genuine coins, or into-a rejection path'for the slugs. 
With the advent of all-nickel coinage in Canada, I invented I 

the device disclosed in my Canadian Pat. No. 722,923, issued 
Dec.‘ 5, l967,,--whe_rein; genuine all-nickel coins are diverted 
laterally frornthe runway through an, aperture in the plate 
which‘is-remote from the magnet, roll down a guide on the 
other side of said plate ‘and are brought back into the path for 
the other genuine cOins'Ithrough a second aperture in said 
plate after they have passed‘ the‘locationof the'magnIet, which 
otherwise‘ would have stopped; them. .To facilitate the passage 

I of the all-nickel-coins throughs'aid.secondaperture I provided 
an anvil which. wasyl‘aterallyhmoyable but ‘I have now 
discovered better solution, '" ~ 

BRIEFSUMMARY OF-THE- INVENTION -' 

Thus, accordingto the‘ present’ invention, l1 provid'e'a coin. 
sorter having a runway down; which genuine coins and‘slugs‘ 
travelpast a magnet and. are in?uencedby the§latter sothat 

anvilspacedfrom theendof said:~ runway anddisposed above 
the patho? genuine coinspassing-fromthe endof said'vrunway 
into anacceptance path», theanvil being positionedsuch that“ 
slugsleaving the runway, at aspeedinexcess of thatatwhich 
genuine coins leavev the runway, will: strike the anvili- and‘ 
rebound into a rejection pathwhichisalsozfollowed‘by. slugs 

3,691,238 
Plate 3 carries an inclined ruInway 9 and plate 4.carries a ,rInIagI-e 
net 10. ' '- I ' 

A coin chute 11 is mounted'at' the top of plate 1 and‘ . vfed thereto are led tofa cradle I12 which allows smaller coins '3 . 

such as one-cent, ?ve-cent andten-cent pieces to; pass through 

for sortinglower down in the sorter. A twentyI-?ye cent, piece or a slug of the same size will, however, rockthe 'cIradIIIeand;b ,,¢, 

deposited on the upper end of runway 9, unless it'is aII'Ife'rrolIisuv 1 
slug in_ which case it will be held by a ‘magnet 13 (YFICILIZ 
pivotally mounted at the back of plate I] to extend through; _ _ 
small aperture .14 therein. Older type genuine coins, together» 
with nonferrous slugs such as brass and copper, roll down the 
runway past magnet 10 and their speeds are affected by the 
latter so that the vbrass slugs leave the'runway at a greater 
speed and the copper slugs leave the'ir'unway at a slower speed 

;_- than that of the coins. The new type of all-nickel Canadian 
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twenty-?ve cent piece is drawn through‘an aperture 15 in the 
plate ! by a magnet '16 against the resilient‘ action of a spring 
urged gate 17 and‘ enters a guide 18 secured to‘ the .back of 
plate 1. The bottomiof the guide forms a runway for the all 
nickel coin‘ and the guide has an inwardly sloping portion 19 
which serves to divert the coin through an‘ aperture 20 in plate 
'1, whereafter it follows the same eventual acceptance path as 
the other genuine coins. ' '7’ 

. Referring now to FIG. 3,. it will be seen that there is an anvil 
21 spaced from the end of the runway 9, the anvil forming the 

~- lower terminal portionof a sweeper am'Il 22‘ adapted, when ac 
- tuated, to-sweep across the magn'e‘tilo and‘ dislodge anything 

they leave. the end, of; the runway at: different: speeds, and‘ an» 

held thereby between plates 1 and 4. The sweeper arm is actu 
ated‘ by depression of roller 23 which happens when the coin 
return lever-of the vending machine is operated by the user. ' '2 
The roller'23- is» rotatably mounted‘ on a member 24 which is 
pivotally mounted on a pivot pin I2_5‘exten'ding forwardly from 
back plate 1, andv has a forwardly' extending intermediate 
?ange 26~'and‘ a forwardly ‘extending. cam 27, the latter 
cooperating with a roller 28‘(FIG. I) mounted on the upper 

I, eInd;of plate 3" to move the plate 3 away from plate 1 ‘as the 

whiehleave the runway, at. a: speedslowen-tham thattat-Iwhichk ‘ 
genuine-coinsdeave the runway, - > _ 

thusdeparting radically from. previousacoin 503161560" 
structions I can locatethe' anvil .so that ,evenjin its normaltposia 
tion it‘willnot impede-the‘reentry. of all-nickelcoinszinto the 

I path followed byv other'genuine coins, ‘Moreover, I ‘have'foundv 
that-lgcanform ‘the anvil ,as part of asweeper arm which,~when 
actuated, sweeps pastrthemagnet to dislodge. anything-heldby 
the latter, Theysweeper- arm is. biased upwardly against stop 
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means and : said-stop; means .is preferably ' adjustably. mounted H ‘ 
to provide for ?ne adjustmentpfthe normal position of‘fthe an 
vil. ‘ ' 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION! QE-THE DRAWINGS 1 

' A presently preferred embodiment of the invent-ion will now 
be described, by .way of example, with-reference to the accom- I 

I paInying drawings, in which; I - 

FIIGI. Lisa front .eletlaiional .viewofa coin sorterernbodying “ 
the present invention; 
F IG.. Z‘Iisarearelevational view. thereof; and 
l-‘IG.v 3) is .a .t‘ragmentary part-sectional ‘view . of ‘only; those" 
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parts of :the sorter essential forlanunderstandinglof the inven-' ' 
tion . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION-s 

The coin sorter, as shown, has aback mountingplnte I pro.» 
vided with‘lugs 2, for mounting it in avendingmachinc. A'Iargc 
front plate.) and a small front platcAraré,pivotally-mounted on 
avpivot pIin Sycarried, in brackets ?iwhich-extend- inwardlyt‘rom 
a forwardlyextending?ange. You. the plate. L plates 3iand 4r 
being independently-urged toward. ‘plate-.1 rby springmeans 8. 
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I separator .40‘ to he rejected as the brass slugs are. It will also be 

40' when 23‘v is depressed, thus moving the runway 9 out of the 
wayofarm 2r2~as itsweeps between plates 1and‘4. ' 
The sweepen ann' 22>i‘s pivotally; mounted on-pivot pin 29 on 

Itheback'. plate 1‘~'and.lies‘between plate 1’ and member 24', the 
latter having'adrive pin'lSO-‘which extends rearwardly through 
a.curved'slot' 31‘ in the arm"22"t,o drive the arm as the roller 23 
is dep‘ressed‘and‘to retract-the arm as the roller is returned to 
its normal positionshown; The roller 23 and ‘hence the arm 22 
are~held1in normal position by a spring 321‘and stop 33. The 
springis coiled around pivot pin 25 and has one end extending 
under-an anchor. pin 34bit plate I'andthe other'end extending 
underItIange/ZG on member2'4‘. I 

The'stop:33E is, in the form of a substantially rectangular 
block‘seatedtin a shallow recess 35in the plate 1 and extend 
ing- forwardly/therefrom;The block has two slots 36 therein 
and5 two screws 37 " extend‘? freely.‘ through ' said “ slots and are 
‘screwed-into’suitable tapped‘holes inplate 1. An Allen screw 
'38 threaded ‘through a tapped hole in a forward ‘projection 39 
on'plate 15 engages the opposite side of-the'stop from that en 
gagedlliy arm~22.1and*the normal'position ‘of the anvil is ‘thus 
?nely adjustable. ' Y 

- 1 As isclwrly shown'in FIG.‘ 3V,'brass.slugsléave the runway at 
Y a sufficiently great‘tspeed'th‘at' theyi‘strik‘e the anvil'2l and 
rebound, ‘as. shown, to'the left hand ‘side of the separator 40 so 
thatth'ey will ‘follow- aerejectio'n path and be returned to the 
user atith'e frontrof'the‘vending'machine. Silver-‘containing, 
coins; on the other hand,1v leave‘the runway at a slower speed 
and the-normal position‘ of the anvil is such that they, pass un-‘ 
derncath‘ it and fall‘ to the righ't‘of the separator 40 so that they 
passl‘oll‘ow- an acceptance path. Copper slugs leave the run 
way at‘an even-‘slower speed‘ and they, too, full to the left of 

clear fronrFlG. J'that all-nickel coins which leave the runway 
viarth'eraperture IS'may-reenter the space between the plates 

_ via the aperture 20' without being impeded'by the anvil, since 
it is for the most part disposed above the aperture. 



3 
As clearly shown in FIG. 2, the gate 17 is pivotallymounted 

on a hinge pin 41 and is urged forwardly by spring 42 coiled 
around the hinge pin and having one end 43 engaging the back 
of the gate and the other end 44 engaging the back of plate 1. 
A stop 45 extends upwardly from the gate to engage the back 
of plate 1 and prevent the gate from passing forwardly through 
the aperture 15. A second stop 46 is attached at one end to 
plate 1 by a screw 47 and extends down behind the stop 45 to 
limit rearward movement of the gate, as otherwise the gate 
might swing back too far and allow a coin passing through 
aperture 15 to come too close to magnet 16 and be slowed 
down to an undesirable extent. , 

WHAT I CLAIM AS MY INVENTION IS: 
1. A coin sorter having a ?rst runway down which genuine 

coins and slugs travel past a magnet and are in?uenced by the 
latter so that they leave the end of the runway at different 
speeds, an anvil spaced from the end of said runway and 
disposed above the path of genuine coins passing from the end 
of said runway into an acceptance path, the anvil being posi 
tioned such that slugs leaving the runway at a speed in excess 
of that at which genuine coins leave the runway will strike the 
anvil and rebound into a rejector path which is also followed 
by slugs which leave the runway at a speed slower than that at 
which genuine coins leave the runway, a plate having a ?rst 
aperture upstream of said magnet and a second aperture . 
downstream of said magnet, a second runway on the opposite 
side of said plate from said ?rst runway, means for diverting 
coins made of nickel laterally from said ?rst runway through 
said first aperture to said second runway, and means for 
diverting said coins made of nickel, after they have passed the 
magnet, through said second aperture in said plate to ter 
minate in said acceptance path, at least a major portion of said 
anvil being disposed above said second aperture to avoid im 
peding coins passing through the latter. ' 
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2. A coin sorter as claimed‘ in claim 1, wherein said anvil 

forms a terminal portion of a‘sweeping arm which, when actu 
ated, sweeps past said magnet to dislodge anything held by the 
latter, stop means being mounted in the sorter and, means 
being provided for holding said sweeping arm 
position abutting said stop means. 

.3. A coin sorter as claimed in claim 2, wherein said stop 
means is adjustably mounted in the coin sorter to enable ?ne 
adjustment of the normal position‘ of the anvil. 

4. In a coin sorter wherein coins roll down an inclined run 
way between plates and past a magnet and genuine coins are 
separated from spurious coins or slugs in dependence upon 
their speed on leaving said runway, the improvement which 
comprises an anvil suspended from a pivot above said runway, 
resilient means urging said anvil away from the end of said 
runway, stop means for limiting the movement of the anvil 
away from the end of the runway, and means mounting said 
stop means adjustably in the coin sorter, the arrangement 
being such that slugs leaving the runway at a speed in excess of 
that at which genuine coins‘leave the runway will strike the 
anvil and rebound into a rejection path which is also followed 
by slugs which leave the runway at a speed below that at which 
genuine coins leave the runway, genuine coins passing under 
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the anvil into an acceptance path. 
5. A coin sorter as claimed in claim 4, one of said plates hav 

ing exit means and reentrance means for coins made from 
nickel, said exit means being disposed upstream of said mag 
net and said reentrance means being disposed downstream of 
said magnet, said anvil being mounted with at least a major 
portion thereof above said reentrance means. 

6. A coin sorter as claimed in claim 5, wherein said anvil 
forms part of a sweeping arm adapted, when actuated, to 
sweep past said magnet. 

40.. 
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normally in av - 


